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Atlantic Cement Realty, LLC.

INTRODUCTION
Matrix New World Engineering, Land Surveying and Landscape Architecture, P.C. (Matrix) has
performed a review of the Preliminary and Final Major Site Plan application submitted by Atlantic
Cement Realty, LLC. (“Applicant”) for the redevelopment of Block 481, Lots 5.02 & 5.04, and a
portion of the Commerce Street Right of Way that includes both upland and riparian lands.
The upland area of the existing Atlantic Cement facility is presently developed with a one-story
concrete block office building, eight 155-foot-tall storage silos, a material conveyor with
walkways and moorings in the Kill Van Kull, a concrete loop road with truck scale, engine material
storage area, boat launch ramp, and two small parking areas providing a total of 10 parking spaces.
Access to the site is provided via an existing asphalt driveway near the southern terminus of
Commerce Street (approximately 650 feet south of Hook Road). The material conveyor,
walkways, and moorings are located on Lot 5.04 (riparian lot), while the remainder of the site is
located upland on Lot 5.02.
Figure 1: NJ Property Fax GIS Map (Bayonne Tax Map / Aerial Image per NJDEP, 2015)

Lot
5.02

Lot
5.04

The upland portion of the Commerce Street right of way is presently developed with an asphalt
roadway surface. No curbs are present, and the roadway terminates at the Kill van Kull shoreline,
which is stabilized with an informal rubble revetment (see Figure 2). Stormwater infrastructure in
Commerce Street consists of a separated system that collects and conveys stormwater to a failed
outfall at the Kill van Kull (see photos below).
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Figure 2: Photos of Commerce Street adjoining the Site
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Applicant requests Preliminary and Final Major Site Plan approval for various site improvements,
summarized below and illustrated in Figure 3:
•

Commercial Building - 13,016-square foot (total) building, comprised of approximately
8,478 square feet of warehouse, 1,538 square feet of office, 3,000 square feet of gallery
area, and a rooftop terrace on the second floor.

•

Site Improvements - Improve the site entrance, vehicular and pedestrian circulation, and
construct a larger parking area consisting of a total of 29 parking spaces, two of which will
be ADA-compliant with associated curb ramps. Virtually the entire site will be surrounded
by a concrete flood protection wall, with the majority of the site being raised above
elevation FEMA preliminary flood elevation 13. Other site improvements include utilities
and restoration of the existing boat ramp.

•

Commerce Street R.O.W. - The Applicant proposes to construct improvements to the
Commerce Street right-of-way for approximately 200 feet west of and up to the terminus
of the road. These right-of-way improvements generally include minor regrading and
reconstruction of the roadway, as well as drainage improvements and a new outfall.
In addition, the Applicant proposes to construct a pile-supported gangway and a mooring
structure in the Kill van Kull, within City-owned right of way.

•

Storage Silos - Construction of four new, 185-foot-tall material storage silos.
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The application’s subject properties are designated as Block 481, Lots 5.02 and 5.04 and the
Commerce Street Right of Way. The City of Bayonne has consented to the filing of the application
for improvements within the City-owned Right of Way, recognizing that the Applicant will be
required to enter into an agreement with the City regarding the disposition of Applicant’s
improvements within City property (e.g., right of way acquisition, property lease, etc). Evidence
of a legal instrument that permits construction of improvements within the City right-of-way is a
recommended condition of approval.
The Atlantic Cement Site Redevelopment Plan permits all existing principal uses as permitted
uses. The proposed redevelopment proposes to revitalize and expand the existing principal use.
Per the Redevelopment Plan, one or any combination of the following principal uses are permitted
at the site: “marine based operations; …fixed or floating docks and mooring devices; all existing
uses shall be considered a permitted use and all related existing structures shall be permitted to
remain and/or be relocated on site, including the silos; and flex space for light industrial uses,
including office space and administration, logistics support, value added distribution…” The
proposed principal permitted uses conform with the requirements specified in the Redevelopment
Plan.
The Redevelopment Plan requires a total of 18 off-street parking spaces to be provided, accounting
for the proposed warehouse space and the office/gallery space. The Applicant proposes to
construct a total of 29 parking spaces, two of which will be ADA-accessible and one of which will
be dedicated for electric vehicle parking only.
The proposed two-story building will have a maximum height of 54.17 feet (54 feet, 2 inches per
the architectural plans). This height is well below the maximum height of 90 feet per the
Redevelopment Plan. The proposed cluster of four silos will have a maximum height of 185 feet,
also in conformance with the Redevelopment Plan.
The proposed improvements will result in an increase in lot coverage, from 79.9% under existing
conditions, to 86.8% under proposed conditions. This lot coverage is below the maximum of 90%,
as cited in the Redevelopment Plan.
The proposed site infrastructure includes a new subsurface stormwater conveyance system to
convey the rainwater from the site during the 25-year storm event and discharge the runoff to a
reconstructed outfall into the Kill Van Kull at the foot of Commerce Street. This system will
remove the potential for any stormwater generated from the Site to enter the City’s combined
sewer system, as such will be discharged directly into the Kill Van Kull. The property also lies
within a FEMA special flood hazard area designated as a Coastal AE13. Accommodations for
flood resistance have been made in the design.
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APPLICATION DOCUMENTS
The application package reviewed by Matrix includes the following:
1. City of Bayonne Preliminary and Final Site Plan Application Forms and supporting
documents;
2. City of Bayonne Development Application Checklist and supporting documents;
3. Site Plan set, consisting of 14 sheets, entitled “Atlantic Cement, Block 481, Lot 5.02, City of
Bayonne, Hudson County, New Jersey,” prepared by Samuel Renauro III, P.E., of SR3
Engineers, dated November 10, 2021;
4. Survey Plan sheet, entitled “Boundary, Topographic, and Utility Survey of Block 481, Lots
5.02 and 5.04, 6 Commerce Street, City of Bayonne, Hudson County, New Jersey,” prepared
by Justin J. Hedges, P.L.S., of Insite Surveying, dated July 16, 2021, last revised November
19, 2021;
5. Architectural Plan set, consisting of 5 sheets, entitled “Atlantic Cement, Block 481, Lot 5.02,
9 Hook Road, Bayonne, New Jersey 07002,” prepared by Rick Pratt, A.I.A. of Pratt Design
Studio, LLC., dated June 13, 2021;
6. Stormwater Report, entitled “Stormwater Management Report, Atlantic Cement, Bayonne,
New Jersey,” prepared by Samuel Renauro III, P.E., of SR3 Engineers, dated November 10,
2021;
7. Photo Exhibit, Atlantic Cement, 6 Commerce Street, City of Bayonne, Hudson County, New
Jersey, prepared by SR3 Engineers, dated November 10, 2021; and
8. Proof of taxes paid from the City.
Matrix offers the following comments concerning the application materials:
STATEMENT OF APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY AND FINAL MAJOR SITE PLAN
•

The Statement of Applicant indicates that the Applicant is seeking preliminary and final site
plan approval with variance relief to construct improvements to the subject site in two phases.
Matrix understands that the Applicant has revised that request in consultation with the Board
Secretary to seek Preliminary and Final approval for all of the project elements.

•

The Applicant indicates that they are seeking approval of two design deviations related to
fencing:
a. The Applicant proposes to construct a 6-foot-high fence along Commerce Street, whereas
the Redevelopment Plan permits a maximum height of only 4 feet.
b. The Applicant proposes to construct the above-referenced fence using chain-link fencing
with barbed wire, whereas both chain-link and barbed wire are specifically prohibited.
Considering the existing and proposed uses of the Site, Matrix recommends that these design
waivers be granted.
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•

Waiver(s) is being requested for the following checklist submission requirements/design
exception(s):
a. Item 13 “If required, an Environmental Assessment Report in accordance with this
Chapter.” The Applicant has left this checklist item blank. Matrix assumes that the
Applicant is requesting a waiver for this item, as no such report has been provided.
Matrix recommends that this waiver be granted.

PRELIMINARY AND FINAL MAJOR SITE PLAN
General Site Plan Comments

1. Evidence of bulk zoning compliance for open space, green roofs, and EV parking spaces shall
be provided in testimony and as a revision to the drawings.
2. Applicant shall be required to submit structural designs for approval for all site plan elements
that require evidence of structural design (e.g., retaining walls over four feet in height, large
sign foundations, etc.).
3. In accordance with the Redevelopment Plan, the redeveloper must incorporate public access
to the waterfront into the project. More specifically, “The Redeveloper shall either develop a
portion of the Hudson River Waterfront Walkway along their shoreline, including three
dedicated parking spaces, or provide a financial contribution to the City for construction of
off-site waterfront access that is equivalent to the cost of constructing the walkway on the
Redevelopment Area’s shoreline. The contribution amount and terms of payment shall be
incorporated into the Redeveloper Agreement between the Redeveloper and the City.” As
submitted, there are no Hudson River Waterfront Walkway improvements depicted on the
plans. The Applicant shall provide testimony regarding their proposed means to demonstrate
compliance with this requirement. Matrix understands that the Applicant will pursue the
financial contribution option. Evidence of satisfaction of the financial contribution shall be a
condition of approval, should approval be granted.
Sheet 2 – Site Plan
1. The Applicant shall submit complete plans to the City of Bayonne Fire Department and/or Fire
Official, as required. Matrix defers to the appropriate fire official for matters regarding fire
apparatus circulation, fire lane striping and signage, hydrant locations and testing, etc. The
Application shall provide proof of such coordination with the appropriate fire official
2. The Applicant indicates in the Site Data Table that the existing and proposed lot area for Lots
5.02 and 5.04 is 5.0 acres. However, per the submitted Boundary, Topographic, and Utility
Survey, the total area of Lots 5.02 and 5.04 is approximately 6.00 acres. The Applicant shall
revise the table and coverage calculations accordingly to rectify this discrepancy.
3. The Applicant shall provide testimony and revise the Site Data Table to provide the existing
and proposed building coverage and confirm compliance with the maximum of 75% per the
Redevelopment Plan.
4. Matrix strongly suggests that the Applicant provide a means to prevent errant vehicles from
impacting either the proposed building, the Phase II silo cluster, or the proposed flood control
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wall and fence where such directly abuts the loop road (e.g., bollards, guide rail, bumpers,
etc.).
5. The Applicant shall revise the plans to provide stop bars, “STOP” text, and stop signs at both
ingress-egress driveways.
6. The Applicant proposes a slide gate to control access. The Applicant shall confirm that there
is adequate clear area for the sliding gate at the 18-space parking lot for the gate panel(s) to
slide open such that it will not conflict with vehicular and/or pedestrian circulation.
7. The proposed monument sign and chain link fence are to be located in a narrow grass strip,
between the parking area and truck access. With the provided parking stall depth of only 18
feet (as opposed to 20), there is the assumption that there will be approximately two feet of
overhang (e.g., bumpers, fenders, brush guards, etc.). Vehicles parked in the four
northeasternmost stalls may impact the monument sign and/or chain link fence. The Applicant
should provide bumper blocks and/or reconfigure the parking layout to prevent damage to site
features from errant vehicle overhangs. Additionally, in locations where vehicles are parking
perpendicular to sidewalks, if bumper blocks are not provided, the sidewalk should be widened
to six (6) feet to account for a two-foot overhang.
8. The Applicant shall revise the plans to depict the required sight triangles for both the truck and
car driveway access points to demonstrate that adequate sight distance is provided. The
Applicant shall ensure that the proposed flood protection wall, fencing, transformer, and any
other site elements will not adversely impact sight distance. Specifically related to the wall and
fence, the Redevelopment Plan requires that neither of these improvements impede safe sight
distance.
9. The Applicant shall provide testimony and additional information regarding the proposed fivefoot-high temporary concrete wall surrounding the eight existing silos (to remain).
10. There appears to be a number of monitoring wells around the property which may or may not
be impacted by the proposed improvements. The Applicant shall provide testimony as to the
handling of all existing monitoring wells, and whether they are to remain (with rims modified
as required), or if they are to be formally decommissioned and removed. Additionally, the
Applicant shall provide testimony regarding any on-site remediation activities that either have
occurred or will have occurred prior to occupancy.
11. The Applicant proposes to reconstruct approximately 200 feet of the Commerce Street rightof-way. Presently, there are no barriers, gates, guiderails, etc. at the southern end of Commerce
Street to prevent or otherwise deter errant vehicles from veering off the end of the roadway
into the water. The Applicant shall revise the plans to incorporate a means to deter vehicles,
including any applicable signage and striping.
12. The Applicant shall provide applicable construction details for the proposed concrete wall and
walkway along the building to demonstrate compliance with ADA access and other applicable
codes and regulations. Portions of this wall exceed four feet in retained height. As such, should
the Board act favorably but prior to construction, the Applicant will be required to provide
structural calculations to support the design of this wall, as well as any other site walls meeting
this criteria.
13. The Applicant shall provide a concrete curb / low wall at the foot of Commerce Street to serve
as a delineator between the asphalt surface and the adjoining rock revetment. The curb shall
be designed with a footing depth sufficient to withstand wave impacts and scour anticipated in
surge events. The curb shall have a landward return on the western side of the right of way
that extends landward to its intersection with the existing fence location.
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14. The Applicant shall provide a vehicular guide rail on the landward side of the above-referenced
curb.
15. The proposed outfall shall be protected with supplemental rock around its perimeter that is
sized and placed in a manner that will withstand anticipated surge and wave events and is
resistant to undermining by scour.
16. The Applicant proposes a concrete flood protection wall, but no deployable walls are proposed
at the entrance driveway. Applicant shall provide testimony regarding the utility of the
floodwall without a deployable component.
17. The Site lies within a FEMA-designated Coastal AE13 Zone. The Applicant is proposing
parking that is not located more than one foot above the base flood elevation. The Applicant
shall provide testimony concerning its ability to satisfy NJDEP regulations that limit parking
below one foot above the base flood elevation.
18. The proposed building lies within a FEMA designated Coastal A Zone, which requires that the
lowest horizontal structural member be elevated a minimum of one foot above the base flood
elevation. The proposed building finished floor elevation does not appear to comply with that
requirement. Applicant shall provide testimony concerning this issue.
19. Applicant shall provide testimony concerning its intent to utilize the proposed flood wall as
justification for removal of the Coastal A Zone designation, which would eliminate the concern
referenced above.
20. Commerce Street improvements shall include pavement resurfacing from fence line to fence
line along the shaded area identified on the Site Plan.
21. The proposed pier within the riparian portion of the Commerce Street Right of Way is not welldefined. Based upon conversations with the Applicant, Matrix understands that the proposed
pier will be limited to a 4 ft or 6 ft wide pedestrian gangway that provides access to a proposed
offshore ship mooring structure. Approval of improvements seaward of the mean high water
line is outside the jurisdiction of the City; however, the landing of the gangway is located
landward of the MHWL and under the jurisdiction of the Board. The Applicant shall provide
details of the proposed gangway landing, including provisions for security associated with
access to the pier, safe pedestrian pathways for workers to access the Pier from the main
facility, and any other relevant details associated with the construction of the Pier.
22. The Applicant has proposed four on-street parking spaces. These spaces shall be required,
except if the City determines, in consultation with public safety officials, that the presence of
these spaces is not desired.
Sheet 8 – Truck Circulation Plan
1. The Applicant has provided a loading area in front of the loading dock, as required by the
Redevelopment Plan. The provided plan depicts a conflict between a truck circulating around
the loop road and a truck parked at the loading berth. The Applicant shall revise the plans
accordingly to rectify this conflict.
General Layout Comments
1. Additional signage and traffic markings should be indicated on the plans for traffic circulation.
General Grading and Drainage Comments
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1. Additional grading spot elevations should be added to the sidewalk ramps within the right-ofway and on-site to demonstrate compliance with ADA regulations.
2. The Applicant proposes to construct a temporary inner retaining wall to accommodate raising
the site while not burying the eight existing silos. The Applicant shall provide testimony
regarding the same and ensure that adequate drainage measures are provided within the
proposed lower-level silo area to provide drainage relief (e.g., pump system, flood containment
and flood water removal system etc.).
3. The grading tie-ins along the property limits should be confirmed and fully coordinated with
the adjoining properties.
Sheet 3 – Grading Plan
1. Spot shots shall be added along sidewalks and in flat areas to ensure positive drainage.
2. There is grading outside of the property limits within the Commerce Street right-of-way. All
work proposed on lands owned by the City of Bayonne shall be coordinated with the City and
all necessary license agreements, indemnification and insurance requirements shall be satisfied
prior to conducting work. Any City property disturbed by the proposed work shall be restored
to the satisfaction of the City Engineer.
3. Grading at the proposed intersection with Avenue A shall be revised and finalized consistent
with the level of detail required for Final Site Plan Approval.
4. The Applicant proposes to raise the site several feet to reside mostly above the flood elevation.
The Applicant does not appear to propose any improvements to the material conveyor system;
the Applicant shall provide testimony regarding any modifications or improvements required
to the existing material transfer systems on-site.
5. The Applicant shall provide testimony regarding all in-water or water-related improvements,
including but not limited to, construction of a new mooring(s), revetment reconstruction, etc.
Sheet 5 – Utility Plan
1. The Applicant proposes to construct three Type A inlets in proximity to ADA-accessible ramps
and crosswalks. The Applicant shall revise the plan to either relocate these inlets outside of the
crosswalk, or alternatively, the Applicant shall provide ADA-compliant inlet grates. Should
the latter be required, the Applicant shall confirm adequate inlet capacity is provided given the
more restrictive inlet grates.
2. The Applicant proposes to construct a new sanitary pump station and force main to discharge
sanitary sewage. The Applicant proposes to reuse a portion of the existing force main
downstream of the site. Prior to construction, the Applicant shall perform a television
inspection of this, and any existing facilities or utility improvements to be reused under
proposed conditions. Should the Board act favorably upon this application, prior to
construction, the Applicant shall provide a complete, signed, and sealed engineering design
report for the proposed pump station and force main.
3. The Applicant shall revise the plan to indicate the location of all proposed roof drainage from
the proposed two-story building.
4. The existing conditions depict fire hydrants and utility poles along the north and west property
lines. Under proposed conditions, these features may be inaccessible or adversely impacted by
the construction of the concrete flood protection wall. The Applicant shall provide testimony
regarding the same, and revise the plans accordingly, as required.
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5. The Applicant shall revise the pipe material from HDPE to RCP for all stormwater piping
within the right-of-way. Additionally, the Applicant shall ensure that buoyancy is considered
for all underground utility and stormwater installation.
6. The Applicant shall provide pipe conveyance calculations for the new stormwater outfall at the
southerly terminus of Commerce Street such that they include the contributary flow upstream
of the site. The Applicant shall then confirm if conduit outlet protection measures are required
to prevent soil erosion and scouring, and implement the same (e.g., scour hole, riprap apron,
etc.).
7. The Applicant proposes to construct a subsurface electric line from the proposed transformer
along Commerce Street to the proposed four-silo cluster for Phase II, such that the electric line
encroaches onto adjacent Block 481, Lot 5.03, to the north. The Applicant shall either revise
the plans accordingly to rectify this condition or provide an easement agreement with the
adjacent property owner for a utility easement.
8. The proposed pump station has a rim elevation identified as 17.05. Based on adjacent proposed
surface elevations this pump station will be above the ground by approximately three to four
feet. The Applicant shall revise the plans accordingly to rectify this condition.
General Utility Comments
1. All utility work to be coordinated with the appropriate utility company to ensure proper
installation and sizing per the notes on the utility sheets.
2. All utility work proposed on lands owned by the City of Bayonne shall be coordinated with
the City and all necessary license agreements, indemnification and insurance requirements
shall be satisfied prior to conducting work. Any City property disturbed by the proposed work
shall be restored to the satisfaction of the City Engineer.
3. It is noted that the gas lateral shall be sized, and material determined by PSE&G. Applicant
shall coordinate with PSE&G.
General Lighting Comments
1. The Applicant shall revise the plans to provide additional lighting improvements in the western
half of the site, as such appears to be entirely unlit. This comment relates to a design exception
cited in the corresponding section below.
2. The Applicant proposes lighting improvements such that portions of the proposed driveways
at Commerce Street will have zero (0) foot-candles of illumination. In light of the inherently
critical nature of intersections, the Applicant shall revise the Lighting Plan to provide adequate
lighting at the site ingress and egress points. If the Applicant intends to rely on existing lighting
features to supplement the proposed lights, the Applicant shall indicate the same and ensure
that adequate illumination is provided by the combination of new and old fixtures.
General Soil Erosion and Sediment Comments
1. Matrix defers to the Hudson-Essex-Passaic Soil Conservation District for any additional
comments on this sheet or plan set.
General Detail Comments
1. Sewer and Water Connection details shall be reviewed by the City Engineer and Suez.
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2. Gas, Electric, Cable and Telephone details shall be provided and reviewed by the appropriate
agency.
3. Additional ADA ramp details shall be provided, including but not limited to, the various types
of ramps being proposed, detectable warning surface detail.
4. Additional details may be required for the domestic and fire water service connections to the
buildings depending on the sizes, as required by Suez.
5. The Applicant shall note that bollards may be subject to a lift or pull test after installation.
Sheet 12 – Site Details
1. The Trash Enclosure Detail shall be revised to denote the type of fence gates will be provided
at the access. The Redevelopment Plan requires that such gate(s) be of durable and opaque
material.
2. The Asphalt Paving Detail shall be revised to indicate conformance of the entire paving crosssection with NJDOT specifications (e.g., surface course to be HMA 9.5M64, etc.).
3. The Crosswalk Detail shall be revised to provide eight (8) inch striping, not six (6) inch.
Sheet 13 – Site Details
1. The Tideflex Valve Detail denotes a 24-inch diameter pipe at the proposed outfall. However,
the Utility Plan specifies the discharge pipe as a 36-inch diameter RCP. As such, the Applicant
shall revise the Tideflex Valve Detail to accommodate the proposed 36-inch RCP,
LANDSCAPE PLANS

Sheet 7 – Landscaping Plan
1. The Applicant shall revise the Landscape Plan to remove the proposed plantings conflicting
with the proposed monument sign and chain-link fence in the narrow curb island along the
truck access driveway.
2. The Applicant shall revise the Landscaping Plan to shift plantings such that they do not conflict
with the sidewalk, pedestrian access, or the transformer near the southeast corner of the car
parking lot.
3. The Applicant shall revise either the Planting Plan and/or the Planting List to address the “AR”
specified on the plan but not depicted in the list.
4. The Applicant shall confirm that none of the proposed plantings will adversely impact sight
distance within or adjacent to the subject site.
5. The Applicant shall confirm that all plantings are salt-tolerant species capable of withstanding
the maritime climate of the Site.
BOUNDARY AND TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY
1. The Applicant has provided a survey which is indicated to have topographic information.
However, the submitted plan does not provide any existing topographic information (i.e., spot
elevations and contours), though such does appear in the base-mapping for the civil drawings.
The Applicant shall revise the plans to provide the source of the background topographic
information, or conversely, revise the survey plan to depict the existing topography.
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AND ENGINEER’S REPORT
Stormwater Management Report Comments
1. The Applicant indicates in the report that only 0.24 acres of new impervious surface is being
added to the site. However, the Site Data Table on the Site Plan (Sheet 2), indicates that there
will be a 6.9% increase in lot (impervious) coverage under proposed conditions; this increase
equates to approximately 0.41 acres. The Applicant shall revise the plans and/or calculations
accordingly to confirm the correct impervious surface coverage values.
2. The Applicant indicates that less than one-quarter acre of new motor vehicle impervious
surface will be created by this project and that the Applicant is not required to provide any
stormwater quality treatment for the stormwater design. However, the operations on the Site
require a NJPDES permit that will regulate the discharge of errant industrial materials that are
handled on the Site. Matrix recommends that the City monitor the stormwater discharge from
the Site to ensure that cement and/or other industrial materials do not enter the City stormwater
system. In the event that such discharge is identified in the future, Matrix recommends that the
Board reserve the right to require the Applicant to install water quality devices to capture
materials before they enter the municipal system (if they are not already required pursuant to
the NJDPES regulations).
In conclusion, it is stated that the proposed drainage pattern for the subject site is keeping with the
existing drainage patterns. The project is not required to provide water quality treatment measures
according to applicable non-industrial stormwater regulations, and the stormwater conveyance
system has been sized appropriately to manage the 25-year storm event. Groundwater recharge
and water quantity requirements are not required to be met. Additional design documents and
details shall be submitted to show compliance with applicable stormwater management
regulations.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
1. The Applicant has requested a waiver from this requirement. The Applicant shall provide
testimony in support of this waiver request.
TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDY
1. The Applicant has not provided a traffic statement for the proposed development, to which
Matrix does not object. However, the Applicant shall provide testimony regarding the
anticipated impact to truck, car, and marine traffic as a result of the proposed intensification of
site usage (e.g., the new building, additional moorings and walkways, and additional cement
storage silos).
2. The Applicant proposes to construct 29 parking spaces on the subject site, whereas only 18 are
required per the Redevelopment Plan. The Applicant shall provide testimony as to the
adequacy of the proposed parking for the site’s employees, visitors, etc., as well as any
potential impacts to parking near the site.
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3. The applicant shall provide testimony regarding how the proposed development is in fact
consistent with the Bayview Redevelopment plan and will not have a detrimental effect on the
surrounding roadway traffic.
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
1. Per City Ordinance §29-6.1.c.4, “Electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing and air
conditioning equipment and other service facilities shall be designed and/or located so as to
prevent water from entering or accumulating within the components during conditions of
flooding.” Though the majority of the site will be elevated above the FEMA Preliminary Flood
Hazard Elevation of 13.0, storms greater than the 100-year storm, or other factors could
contribute to higher flood elevations. The Applicant shall provide testimony regarding
compliance with this, and other applicable flood resiliency requirements for the proposed main
building and other structures on the subject site.
2. The Applicant shall confirm if any rooftop equipment will be required (e.g., HVAC, elevator
mechanicals, chimneys, etc.) and if such will conform with allowable height restrictions.
3. The Applicant shall provide testimony regarding the intended use of the rooftop terrace.
Additionally, the Applicant shall confirm if the roof, or any portion thereof, will be a “green
roof” and if such will comply with the Redevelopment Plan’s requirements therefor.
REQUESTED VARIANCES & WAIVERS – PRELIMINARY AND FINAL MAJOR SITE PLAN

Though not indicated in the application documents, the Applicant requires one (1) variance for
insufficient bicycle parking. Redevelopment Plan §2.4.3 requires one (1) bicycle parking space for
every fifty (50) vehicle spaces, minimum. As submitted, there are no bicycle parking spaces. As
such, a variance is required for this condition. Matrix defers to the Board Planner for matters
pertaining to variances and zoning. Our opinion that there is no reasonably safe means to access
the site with a bicycle and we recommend that the bicycle waiver be granted.
The Applicant has indicated two design exceptions are required, as noted below. However, upon
further review, and although not noted in the application submission, there are additional design
exceptions being proposed by the Applicant, which Matrix has summarized below as well:
1. The Applicant requires an unnoted design exception from Redevelopment Plan §2.5.3.iii,
which states that “Sidewalks of not less than 4 feet shall be required along all street frontages.”
As submitted, there are no sidewalks proposed along the street frontage. I find that the
exception from the sidewalk requirements will not have a negative impact on the adjacent
properties as there are no connecting sidewalks and Commerce Street is a dead-end roadway.
As such, I recommend approval of the sidewalk construction design exception.
2. The Applicant requires an unnoted design exception from Redevelopment Plan §2.5.5.a, which
states that “Lighting shall sufficiently illuminate all areas to prevent ‘dark corners.’ All
lighting sources must be shielded to prevent and eliminate any glare.” As noted in the Lighting
Plan comments above, the western half of the site is entirely unlit. The Applicant shall either
revise the plans to comply with this requirement, or conversely, provide testimony supporting
the request to grossly deviate from the lighting design standard.
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3. The Applicant requires an unnoted design exception from Redevelopment Plan §2.5.7.d, which
states that “All mechanical equipment serving the buildings shall be placed on the roof of the
building. This equipment shall be screened in a manner consistent with the architecture of the
building and shall utilize the same material used in construction of the building such that
screening appears to be integral part of the building.” The submitted plans neither depict nor
note the location of any mechanical equipment to demonstrate compliance with this
requirement, except that such shall be screened from view from adjacent properties and
roadways. The Applicant shall either revise the plans to demonstrate compliance with this
requirement, or conversely, provide testimony supporting the request to deviate from the utility
design standard.
4. The Applicant requires an unnoted design exception from Redevelopment Plan §2.5.7.e, which
states that “All mechanical equipment, generators, HVAC equipment, and similar equipment
shall be acoustically buffered such that any noise generated shall be within the applicable
standards as defined by the State of New Jersey.” The submitted plans do not specify
compliance with this requirement. The Applicant shall either revise the plans to demonstrate
compliance with this requirement, or conversely, provide testimony supporting the request to
deviate from the utility design standard.
5. The Applicant requires an unnoted design exception from Redevelopment Plan §2.5.7.f, which
states that “No mechanical equipment shall be place on the ground floor outside of the building
on any area that abuts a public right of way.” The submitted plans do not specify compliance
with this requirement. The Applicant shall either revise the plans to demonstrate compliance
with this requirement, or conversely, provide testimony supporting the request to deviate from
the utility design standard.
6. The Applicant has noted a design exception from the Redevelopment Plan §2.5.9.a, which
states that "Fences and walls along any street line shall be a maximum of four (4) feet in
height.” Whereas the Applicant proposes to construct an eight (8) foot high fence along
Commerce Street. While inconsistent with the Redevelopment Plan, this fence height is
existing and well established along the Commerce Street corridor. As such, I recommend
approval of the fence height design exception.
7. The Applicant requires an unnoted design exception from Redevelopment Plan §2.5.9.b, which
states that “Fences and walls on any side or rear property line shall not exceed eight (8) feet
in height.” The Applicant proposes to construct the eight (8) foot tall fence atop a concrete
flood protection wall which is almost seven (7) feet high in places, resulting in a total fence
and wall height of approximately fifteen (15) feet. While inconsistent with the Redevelopment
Plan, this fence height is well established along Commerce Street, and the flood protection
wall elevations are dictated by both existing grades (on the low side) and site elevations above
the flood hazard elevation (on the high side). As such, I recommend approval of the fence and
wall height design exception.
8. The Applicant has noted a design exception from the Redevelopment Plan §2.5.9.c, which
states that “No fence shall contain barbed wire and/or chain link fence.” The Applicant
proposes to construct both a chain-link fence and a barbed wire top. While inconsistent with
the Redevelopment Plan, both chain-link fence and barbed wire are well established along
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Commerce Street. As such, I recommend approval of the fence type and construction design
exception.
TESTIMONY / DISCUSSION TOPICS

Matrix recommends that the Applicant provide testimony at the Planning Board Hearing with
regards to the following topics, in addition to those items specified above.
1. General: The Applicant shall provide testimony concerning all comments referenced above.
This may be covered by a blanket statement that the Applicant accepts the comments of the
Engineer and Planner or may be addressed on an item-by-item basis.
2. Emergency Access: The Applicant shall provide testimony concerning the incorporation of
emergency access within the site. In particular, the Applicant shall provide testimony that all
proposed fire access routes and associated turning radii comply with the State of New Jersey
Fire Access Code.
3. Flood Resilience: The Applicant shall provide testimony concerning the flood resiliency of the
design.
4. Pedestrian / Bicycle Access: The Applicant shall provide testimony regarding the
pedestrian/bicycle access to and within the site.
5. ADA Compliance: The Applicant shall provide testimony regarding the proposed project’s
ADA compliance.
6. Phasing / Timing: The Applicant shall provide testimony concerning the two phases of the
work and estimated delivery timeframes, as well as assurance that adequate infrastructure will
be developed in each phase to service the proposed improvements.
7. Traffic: The Applicant shall provide testimony concerning internal circulation, emergency
vehicle access, parking, and off-site traffic impacts.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL & OUTSIDE AGENCY
APPROVAL

Matrix recommends the following conditions of final approval. Evidence of compliance shall be
provided by the Applicant to the City Engineer.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Satisfaction of all testimony, additional information, and plan revisions recommended herein.
Approval of the City of Bayonne Fire Official.
Hudson-Essex-Passaic Soil Conservation District Permit.
Posting of Performance Guarantees and Inspection Fees in the amount determined by the City
Engineer.
5. Review of the sanitary sewer and potable water utilities by the City Engineer and Suez.
6. NJDEP Waterfront Development and Flood Hazard Area Control Act permit.
7. Executed Redeveloper Agreement
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8. Coordination with Bayonne Police Department’s Traffic Control Unit and submittal of
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic Plans for any proposed road closures or temporary
traffic modifications.
9. Application to the City of Bayonne for Title 39 Enforcement of traffic and parking violations
on Applicant’s property.
10. All other Federal, State and Local approvals as may be required.
11. In the event that plans are modified to accommodate other regulatory authorities’ requirements,
the Applicant shall submit revised plans and reports reflecting those changes. The Board and
its professionals will make a determination as to how any changes will be reviewed and
approval will be processed (e.g., administrative modification or formal site plan modification),
which shall be a condition of resolution compliance.
END OF REPORT
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